Warranty
Thank you for choosing durable and pratical products designed and manufactured by
Les Equipment Woody Inc. We recommend that you always handle your equipment
carefully.

All products manufactured by Les Equipment Woody Inc. and used for domestic
purposes are covered by a one (1) year warranty applicable from the purchase
date, except in particular cases when the warranty might be modified according to
adjustments specified on the sale contract. This warranty is not transferable. We
reserve the right to carry out any modifications to improve product performance as
well as any modifications to the warranty without prior notice.

Items covered:
 Any oil leak resulting from a manufacturing defect.
 Any defect resulting in defective functioning of the hydraulic component.
 Any manufacturing defect resulting in inadequate functioning of the machine.

Items NOT covered:
 Any abusive use of the product.
 Any damage caused by user neglect.
 Any damage caused by the buyer or any unauthorized dealer while installing a
Woody product.
 Any damage caused to machinery by installing a Woody product.
 Any damage resulting from overturning the machine or from any other accidental
occurrence.
 Replacement of parts when excessive wear is due to lack of lubrication and/or
regular maintenance.
 Any modification made by the buyer without the consent of Les Equipements
Woody Inc.
 Certain parts are guaranteed by their respective manufacturer, such as the
hydraulic pumps, the hydraulic controls and cylinders as well as the Honda and
Lifan engines.
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 Routine maintenance such as tune ups, oil changes, normal wear and tear, etc.
 Any non-standard modifications to the original equipment.

NOTE: Les Equipements Woody Inc. is not responsible for any material or personal
damages, including lost income, replacement rental or any other damages caused by a
defective product.

Maintenance Repor ts
All warranted repairs must be performed by Les Equipment Woody Inc. or by an
authorized dealer with the written consent of Les Equipment Woody Inc., otherwise the
warranty will be voided.
Les Equipements Woody Inc. reserves the right to either repair or replace, without cost
to the buyer any part judged defective on grounds of defective materials or
workmanship. It also reserves the right to determine if the defect resulted from a misuse
of the product, be it lack of maintenance, incorrect use or abusive use of the product.
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